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ABSTRACT 

The Data Mining is extracting or mining knowledge from large 

volume of data. Classification technique is used in different-2 

application. In this paper proposes a new classifier utilizing 

MLP approach by grouping based on nearest neighbor i.e. 

improved MLP-NN. The MLP-NN approach can handle noisy 

data and reduce complexity. This technique has been applied for 

medical diagnosis. This paper analyzes the lung images (i.e. CT-

scan images) for identifying and classifying them among the 

various lung diseases (i.e. bronchitis, emphysema, pleural 

effusion or normal) using 100 images data set and 80 images 

data set. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Classification is a data mining process that assigns items in a 

group to target classes. Data mining discovers designs and also 

relationships using data evaluation equipment and methods to 

construct models. There are 2 forms of models in data mining. 

One is predictive models i.e. based on probability of outcomes. 

Another is descriptive models, is a mathematical method that 

explains real-world functions and the relationships between 

factors responsible for them. The term Data Mining, also 

referred to as Knowledge Discovery in Databases. Classification 

represents a supervised learning method as well as a statistical 

method for classification. The MLP classification algorithm is 

used to classify because MLP do not make any assumption 

relating to the underlying probability density functions, Fast to 

run and high tolerance to noisy data.Avishkar Misra et al. [16] 

The automated lung segmentation able of segmenting the lung 

form all regions like top, Middle and Basal. The accurate and 

characterize segmentation of the respiratory organ is important 

for lung diseases. In this compare the two strategies. that's 

anatomy approach that is use for anatomical landmark detection 

this detection define the separation points between the regions 

the other methodology is machine learning approach that 

describe the lung size, shape and location properties and 

additionally classify a given respiratory organ into the 

appropriate region. Anita chaudhary et al. [7] in this paper 

discuss computed tomography (CT) in many cases are better 

than X-ray.  And drawback arises as a result of period constraint 

in detecting the current of pulmonary cancer regarding on the 

varied diagnosis method used. Hence, a pulmonary detection 

system using image method can be utilized to classify the 

present of lung cancer in a CT- image.  MATLAB are used 

through each procedures created. And also discuss more 

accurate result using segmentation and enhancement technique. 

In the past few years, medical CT Images are widely-used in 

medical diagnosis. Computed Tomography images might be 

recognized for several body tissues based on their distinct gray 

levels. Computed tomography, more commonly called a CT 

scan. This diagnostic medical test done like classic X-rays 

produce multiple images inside of the body. The cross-sectional 

of CT scan images produced variety planes of body and this 

output can be generate in 3-D view. CT imaging had evolved far 

enough in terms of speed and resolution to make it a valuable 

tool in the imaging of the lungs these images can be viewed on a 

PC or printed on film. The lungs are an imperative a part of the 

whole body as thousands of times each day it performs 

responsibility for supplying oxygen to blood whereas exhaling 

Carbon dioxide. Many people suffer from lung disease which 

occurs due to smoking, infection and biological reasons.  

This paper considers 4 categories of images i.e. bronchitis, 

emphysema, pleural effusion and normal. Bronchitis is a 

soreness as well as enlargement of the bronchial tubes, the air 

flow passages between the nose area as well as the lung tissue. 

Emphysema in the pleural cavity that will grow when germs 

infect the pleural space, generally in the context of pneumonia. 

Pleural effusion is excess liquid that accumulates in the pleural 

cavity, the fluid-filled space that surrounds the lung tissue. This 

excess may damage inhaling and exhaling by decreasing the 

growth of the lung tissue. 

Classification is done with new classifier i.e. Improved MLP-

NN approach that can handle complexity and increases the 

accuracy. The Proposed Approach would be executed in four 

phases i.e. in the very first phase, the preprocessing is done by a 

medium filter and morphological smoothening, then features are 

extracted from preprocessed image by MAD Technique, the 

features are selected by applying genetic algorithm to select the 

top ranked features. In the finalized phase, the classifiers Multi-

Layer Perception Neural Networks (MLP-NN) and Upgrade 

MLP-NN are used to classification of the lung diseases 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD  
The classification of CT scan images for different Lung diseases 

like Bronchitis, Pleural effusion, Emphysema and Normal are 

considered in this work. The age of patients whose lung images 

are considered, ranges from 30 to 70. The images are taken from 

radiopaedia.org website. Two datasets are considered. The first 

data set contains 80 images, 20 images of each disease; second 

data set contains 100 images, 25 images of each disease. 

Classification helps to classify the items. It classify according to 

the feature of images and texture of images. With the help of 

new algorithm easily classification is done and also reduces 

time. In lungs CT scan image identification of disease is difficult 

but these algorithms can easily identify images within minute. 

3. PROPOSED APPROACH 

3.1 Preprocessing 
Preprocessing is a program that processes its input data to 

produce output that is used as input to another program. In the 

Proposed Approach preprocessing is performed by two filters 

i.e. Morphological Smoothening Filter and Median Filter. This 

filter is help to enhance the image. The median filter is utilized 

to remove the noise and salt while the morphological 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_program
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smoothening filter enhances the image by erosion and dilation. 

The erosion is process of removing pixel from edge of image 

and dilation is the reverse process.  

       

                                     
 

Figure 1: Block diagram of Proposed Approach 

3.2 Feature Extraction 
Feature extraction is method of extracting an exceptional feature 

by including a current feature. Feature extraction is extremely 

distinctive from Feature selection: the former in changing 

arbitrary data, for example text or images, into numerical 

features usable for machine learning. In our Proposed Approach 

Feature extraction is conducted by MAD with Gabor filter is 

combined using template level fusion. Gabor gets the salient 

visual feature corresponding to spatial localization, orientation 

selectivity and spatial frequency. Feature extraction is done by  

MAD with gabor and WHT. With this fusion it could be 

transformed into values that estimate the standard deviation 

 

Figure 2: (a) Input image (b) Images after medium filter,     

(c) Images after application of Mad Technique with Gabor,   

(d) Images after application of Genetic Algorithm 

3.3 Feature selection  
Feature selection is the strategy of choosing a subset of the 

phrases occurring in the training set. It is the method of choosing 

a subset of appropriate attributes (variables, predictors) to be 

used in model development. This approach is entirely totally 

different from dimensionality reduction like it removes all the 

features whose variation doesn’t meet certain threshold. The 

selection methods are ordinarily applied to extensions containing 

diverse features and also relatively variety of free samples. 

Feature selection is furthermore called variable selection or 

attributes selection. Genetic algorithm (GA) is an investigation 

heuristic that mimics the method of genuine selection. This 

heuristic (also sometimes called a meta heuristic) is regularly 

useful to generate useful methods to optimization and search 

problems .Genetic algorithms are part of the bigger class of 

evolutionary algorithms (EA), which produce solutions for 

optimization problems using techniques encouraged by natural 

evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and 

crossover. 

3.4 Classification  
Classification is a basic method associated with categorization, 

the method in which suggestions as well as items are identified, 

differentiated, and recognized. Classification is a data mining 

(machine learning) process accustomed to forecast cluster 

membership for data instances. The algorithms are going to 

discover relationships between the attributes to ensure you can 

also forecast the result. In this paper classification is done using 

MLP and the proposed Improved MLP-NN algorithm. These 

algorithms are used for classification and compared for the 

detailed analysis in this paper further. 

3.4.1 MLP Algorithm 
Multilayer perceptron classifier (MLPC) is a classifier 

depending on the feedforward artificial neural network. MLP 

involves numerous layers of nodes. Each and every layer is 

completely linked to the upcoming layer in the network. Nodes 

in the input layer represent the input data. All other nodes maps 

inputs to the outputs by performing linear composition of the 

inputs with the node’s weights w and bias b and applying 

activation function. Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is an 

information processing technique based on biological nervous 

systems process information, such as in brain. 

 

Figure 3: Block diagram of MLP 

3.4.2 Improved MLP-NN 
The MLP-NN makes initial group on the randomized approach 

which needs to eliminate unused information. So, the Improved 

MLP-NN will firstly create the group based on the nearest 

neighbor. The nearest neighbor is finding according to distance 

formula. When grouping is done then initialize all weights w= 

x1, x2, x3…xn according to input. After initialize weights then 

calculate the weights with their activation function. Then find 

activation of all hidden layer. The processing is done by all 

neuron of the network step by step. With the groups 

initialization based nearest neighbor the complexity of MLP-NN 

can be reduced. When unwanted information is removed then 

time complexity is automatically reduced. Improved Multilayer 

Perception (IMLP-NN) has a Hidden layer between the input 
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layer and output layer. Improved MLP-NN is implementing by 

following step: 

Step1: Make a grouping based on nearest neighbor which is         
selected by GA. 

Step2: Initialize input of all weights in the network. 

Step3: Calculate the weight sum of the each and every input. 

Step4: Calculate activation function of all layers.  

Step5: Output of all layers. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS  
Our proposed method is implemented on lung diseases CT 

dataset. There are two dataset with 180 images. The first data set 

consider 80 images, 20 images of each disease. The second 

dataset consist of 100 images, 25 of each disease. The 25 images 

are normal lung image and each diseases of bronchitis, 

emphysema, pleural effusion images. The Improved MLP-NN is 

used for classify diseases. In Improved MLP-NN optimized 

value of threshold variable and training time. To evaluate the 

results of the MLP and Improved MLP-NN for the lung diseases 

image parameters used are i.e. accuracy, F-measure, precision, 

recall and correctly classified diseases. 

4.1 Result of MLP an Improved MLP-NN 

with 80 Images Dataset 
The output of two classification algorithms with 80 images 

dataset the classification accuracy is show in Fig. 4. The 

classification accuracy is tabulated form in Table 1.  

Table 1: Classification Accuracy with 80 images dataset 

Algorithm Accuracy (%) 

MLP 74.6 

Improved MLP-NN 78.5 

 

 

Figure 4: Classification accuracy (in percentage) with 80 

images dataset 

The performance measures such as precision, recall, F-Measure 

are presented in the Table 2 and graphical representation in the 

Fig. 5. 

Table 2: Performance measure of two classifiers with 

80 images dataset 

Algorithm Precision Recall F-measure 

MLP .89 .85 .83 

Improved 

MLP-NN 

.93 .92 .91 

 

Figure 5: Performance measurements with 80 images    

dataset 

4.2 4.2 Result of MLP and Improved MLP-

NN with 100 images dataset 
The output of two classification algorithms with 100 images 

dataset the classification accuracy is show in Fig. 6. The 

classification accuracy is tabulated form in Table 3. 

The performance measures of 100 images dataset such as 

precision, recall, F-Measure are presented in the Table 5 and 

graphical representation in the Fig. 7.  

Table 3 Classification Accuracy with 100 images dataset 

Algorithm Accuracy (%) 

MLP 73.8 

Improved MLP-NN 78.7 

 

 

Figure 6: Classification accuracy (in percentage) with 100 

images dataset 

Table 5: Performance measure of two classifiers with 100 

images dataset 

Algorithm Precision Recall F-measure 

MLP .88 .83 .82 

Improved 

MLP-NN 

.94 .92 .92 

 

Table 6 presents the classification of 100 images datasets by 

their respective diseases for a given set of data. 
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Figure 7: Performance measurements with 100 images 

dataset 

Table 6: Classification details disease wise 100 images 

dataset 

Algorithm Correctly 

classified  

all diseases out 

of 80 

Correctly 

classified  

all diseases out 

of 100 

MLP 70 88 

Improved MLP-

NN 

73 93 

 

Correctly classification of all diseases using MLP and Improved 

MLP-NN on two data set i.e. 80 images and 100 images data set.  

 

Figure 8: Correctly classification of all disease (in %age) 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this work feature extraction is performed by MAD with Gabor 

and feature selection is performed by genetic algorithm that 

chooses the best solutions. For classification, MLP and New 

proposed Improved MLP-NN are used. The proposed approach 

work for the detection of lung diseases with high performance as 

shown in the results. With large number of images(i.e.100 

Images in database), both approaches performs better for 

detection  the correct disease i.e. old MLP gives 88% and  new 

MLP-NN gives 93% in 100 images dataset. The proposed 

approach performs better training as compare to traditional MLP 

approach. The work can further be extended by including more 

feature extraction or/and feature selection methods for 

classifying more lung disease categories like asthma, lung 

cancer, pleurisy and influenza. 
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